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Short abstract
In order to keep trace of information, the brain has to resolve the problem
where information is and how to index new ones. We propose that the neural
mechanism used by the prefrontal cortex (PFC) to detect structure in temporal
sequences, based on the temporal order of incoming information, has served as
second purpose to the spatial ordering and indexing of brain networks. We call
this process, apparent to the manipulation of neural ’addresses’ to organize the
brain’s own network, the ’digitalization’ of information. Such tool is important
for information processing and preservation, but also for memory formation and
retrieval.
Long abstract
What differentiates essentially the Pre-Frontal Cortex (PFC) from other
parts of the brain is its ability to extract structure in raw data by separating
which items to encode from where they are located.
Based on this proposal, our first hypothesis (H1) is that the conjunctive cells
in PFC are responsible for ’encoding’ where information is located (the neurons
address), but not what type of information is encoded per se (what the neurons
represent). This process is done by representing the relative order of items in
sequences, their rank-order, and not their index. Our second hypothesis (H2)
is that simultaneously, the code used by these conjunctive cells are exploited to
decode iteratively the location of an item in the brain.
In a third hypothesis (H3), we propose that the mechanism for detecting
structure in the world (H1) and for retrieving particular items and sequences
(H2) participates also to the self-structuring of the brain’s organization itself
and to what we call the digitalization of information, for robustness purpose.
Our theory proposes to understand (H1) how the PFC can extract structures
in the world and synthesizes new ones (compositionality), (H2) what efficient
coding mechanism is used to detect, learn and retrieve back relevant information
and (H3) how we can achieve the engineering of brain-inspired digital neural
networks.
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We will confront our ideas to behavioral and brain results and demonstrate
how the mechanisms of spiking neurons possess the computational power for
indexing hierarchically information in order to make possible the creation of
very large neural networks.
Keywords: prefrontal cortex, structure learning, mirror neurons system,
rank-order codes, predictive coding, Broca area, hierarchical nested trees, digital
networks.
1. Introduction
More than any other area in the brain, the prefrontal cortex (PFC) plays
a major role for the acquisition of models, patterns and for the manipulation
of structured knowledge. For instance, the features of the PFC make it an
important place for the development of logical inference and algebra, for the
acquisition of language and music [34, 90, 91, 138], for the learning of task sets
and the resolution of rule-based problems [137, 155, 176]. We propose that what
does essentially the PFC is to separate and to manipulate items and patterns; see
tables 1) and 2) in the Annex section for a glossary of the two terms employed in
the paper. By doing so, the PFC participates to what we call the digitalization
of neural information in the brain. We will develop this idea throughout the
paper.
Observations in the Broca area and in the pre-Supplementary Motor Area
(pre-SMA) confirmed the existence of such neurons sensitive to patterns only.
For instance, some of them were found sensitive to the temporal order in audio
sequences and to proto-grammars but not to the particular sound emitted [48,
64, 20]. Other neurons were found active to the syntax of actions performed
in motor sequences but not to the particular motor units within [155, 145, 156]
and different ones were observed salient to the temporal coherence in visual
scenes [46]; e.g. its semantic. Some similar results were found with neurons
sensitive to orders, schemata in spatial contexts [17], and to geometrical rules
in the recognition of shapes [11, 12] or in visual sequences [177]. Surprisingly,
these neurons were all found insensitive to the particular sound, action or visual
information composing the sequence presented per se, but only to the specific
patterns or schemata that they were encoding such as AABB or ABAB or
AAAA, or to a relative order in a temporal sequence (e.g., the beginning, the
second place or at the end) or to a relative location in space.
Our core proposition is that what differentiates essentially the PFC from
other parts of the brain is its ability to extract structure in raw data by sepa-
rating which items to encode (i.e., corresponding to their identity) from where
they are located (i.e., corresponding to their addresses). This proposition is
implemented through two rank-order coding mechanisms (ROC1 and ROC2)
that will provide the item’s rank and the item’s temporal order [171, 160, 172].
Based on this proposal, our first hypothesis (H1) is that the conjunctive cells in
PFC along with the dense long-range axons serving to connect the PFC to other
parts of the brain are responsible for encoding where information is located (the
neurons’ address), but not what type of information is encoded (the neurons’
value or item they represent per se); see Fig. 1. In other words, the prefrontal
cortex may have learned neuronal pointers to retrieve back information [183, 43].
As a metaphor, we can see the PFC to act as a mailman, having no idea about
the identities of the sender or of the receiver but an exact knowledge where they
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Figure 1: Global schema on the putative functional organization of the brain between the
frontal area and the posterior areas. a), our framework proposes that the conjunctive cells in
the Prefrontal Cortex along with the dense long-range axons serving to connect the PFC to
other parts of the brain are responsible for encoding where information is located (the neurons’
address), using a rank-order code. b), these conjunctive cells are used to decode iteratively the
location of an item. Rank-order codes can be viewed as binary trees to perform spatial search
in large intervals. This decoding can be implemented by trial and error corrective methods
(e.g., predictive coding). We suggest that the features found in the PFC for the detection
of structure in the world participate also to the self-structuring of the brain’s organization
itself and to what we call the digitalization of information, for robustness and efficacy in
communication and information processing. Image Source: http://brain.labsolver.org/, [182].
are located (e.g., their mailing address). Therefore, in order to drive robustly
the retrieval of one durable information, the PFC must use these conjunctive
cells to encode redundantly its location (e.g., through population coding).
Our second hypothesis (H2) is that simultaneously, these conjunctive cells
are used to decode iteratively the location of an item. This decoding can be
implemented by trial and error corrective methods (reinforcement learning: DE-
COD1) or with faster mechanisms (predictive coding: DECOD2). Used redun-
dantly as basis functions, they may help to retrieve back any exact sequences
of neurons, even though none of these neurons engram the strict information
about the units’ identity, but only their potential membership to it with respect
to one particular set of neurons. Since they code multiple potential member-
ship of units to clusters, they can be identified as neural pointers and serve to
the broadcast of information at the brain level or to the generation of any new
sequences following the particular temporal pattern they have learned. There-
fore, on the one hand, the conjunctive cells may produce a distributed code for
representing the relative membership of neurons to particular clusters or their
relative order in temporal sequences (H1). On the other hand, the dense long-
range axons may achieve to select dynamically disparate neurons off-the-shelf
into one coherent cluster for the current task (H2); see Fig. 1.
In a third hypothesis (H3), we defend the idea that the features found in
the PFC for the detection of structure in the world participate also to the
self-structuring of the brain’s organization itself and to what we call the digital-
ization of information. This digitalization is used for robustness against noise,
for protecting information and for energy efficiency. We suggest that these fea-
tures used for finding structure in signals might serve, by extension, for the
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Figure 2: Coding and decoding sequences of neurons by extracting their temporal structure
and the relative order of neurons. Gating operation for learning structure in sequences based
on rank-order coding [129]. In a), we can discriminate the items index (rank #) from their
position (order) to represent one sequence. By separating the two, we can extract the temporal
pattern and arrange items in a different order. Hence, the coding of the temporal pattern
can make it robust to variability and can represent many sequences (generalization). This
process is operated by a gain-modulation or gating mechanism explained later. In b), the
combination of these temporal patterns can serve to compose any novel temporal pattern in
the same fashion as radial basis functions would do (e.g., Fourier Transform).
re-organization and structuring of information into the brain itself for robust
memory recall, for faster processing and for avoidance of catastrophic forgetting.
Thus, we suggest that this very essential neural mechanism for detecting pat-
terns in incoming signals has been exploited by the brain itself for patterning
and optimizing also the memory retrieval over large neural ensembles, giving
rise to dimensionality reduction and compositionality features. As a twist of
evolution and of embodiment, we propose therefore that this mechanism could
have shaped information processing in the brain and its functional organization
for efficiency purpose.
In summary, we propose to understand (H1) how the PFC can extract struc-
tures in the world and synthesizes new ones (compositionality), (H2) what ef-
ficient coding mechanism is used to detect, learn and retrieve back relevant
information and (H3) how we can achieve the engineering of brain-inspired dig-
ital neural networks. This is a novel class of neural networks that we want to
present here.
As an analogy, human-made networks are using also communication strate-
gies based on the separation between address and information, channel and
source to overcome noise and to achieve information retrieval [143, 144]. Similar
mechanisms (but implemented differently) might have developed in the brain.
We propose that the brain has found this solution to overcome its own com-
plexity for processing, protecting and backing-up information and this solution
has some similar principles found in current telecommunication networks.
In what follows, we will first present our model in section 2. We will fo-
cus first on the ROC1 and ROC2 mechanisms, and then on the DECOD1 and
DECOD2 mechanisms. In section 3, we will discuss the neurocognitive founda-
tions before drawing links with cognitive sciences and developmental studies in
section 4 and finally Information Theory and Machine Learning in section 5.
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Figure 3: Rank-order algorithm for compressive rank representation. We describe the two-
step process carried out with the rank-order coding algorithm to model the Spike Timing-
dependent Plasticity rule and the Gating mechanism. In a), two sequences in cyan and
magenta are represented with different neuron index (idx), different timing but the same
temporal structure (up-down-up-down). In b), the rank-order coding algorithm is used to
quantify any sequence in the temporal domain with discrete timing; e.g. first ranked, second
ranked. This is a rough approximation of the STDP rule. The index of the neurons are kept
and only the temporal information is lost. In c), we can for a second time use the rank-order
coding algorithm to now suppress the neurons’ index (their identity) within the sequence in
order to keep only their rank (#) within the sequence. This second process makes possible a
temporal pattern, a compressive representation of the two sequences in which only the rank
order is kept. This second process reduces drastically the amount of information to encode
any sequence, irrespective of the neurons’ index and their precise timing. For any sequence of
length M , the problem dimensionality is reduced to IR2M → IN2M .
2. Explanation of the model
We will present a neuro-computational model inspired by the prefrontal or-
ganization using ideas developed in the introduction called Inferno Gate and
standing for Gated Spiking Recurrent Neural Network using Iterative Free-
Energy Optimization [129]. This model uses the rank-order coding algorithm to
learn a compact code of the relative location of neurons within a sequence in a
distributed fashion and predictive coding to retrieve back the original sequence
almost error-free within very large databases. In comparison to current neural
networks, it demonstrates rapid learning on long sequences, even from a large
database with rare events, and rapid iterative decoding of the original sequences
almost without loss, even if information provided is scarce. Both tasks are still
difficult for recent machine learning algorithms that use statistical regression
for learning correlations between items, and require therefore a huge amount of
data. To our knowledge, it is one of the first neural network, bio-inspired, that
we can label as digital in our sense due to its manipulation of relative memory
neural addresses and because it can be explained from an information theory
perspective using general principles of error-correction decoding and redundant
encoding of modern communication theory. It reveals also some computational
advantages of Hebbian learning and spiking neurons never examined before for
compact coding, fast sorting and for the hierarchical representation of sequences
as nested trees for encoding and search.
In order to better understand what are digital neural networks and their
capabilities, we introduce first the coding mechanism we applied for representing
neural addresses as a distributed code (ROC1 and ROC2). We will describe
then in a second part how a decoding mechanism based on predictive coding
can manipulate this distributed code to retrieve back the neurons’ identity and
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their position in a sequence taken from a large assembly of neurons (DECOD2).
2.1. Computational features of rank-order codes
In our model of prefrontal neurons presented in [129], we applied the rank-
order algorithm (ROC1) to learn the relative order of the elements within a
sequence, which corresponds to the learning of their rank [171, 160, 172, 26,
126, 3].
For example, for two time series of neurons seq1 and seq2 with index re-
spectively seq1[idx] : [#66,#23,#45,#12] and seq2[idx] : [#16,#13,#15,#9],
the same rank code rank : [#4,#2,#3,#1] is used to represent their underly-
ing pattern, starting from the lower-rank to their higher-rank. This coding is
not bijective, since the resulting rank code gives only some interval constraints
about possible sequences and possible index within it; e.g., neurons have a
lower rank or a higher rank in comparison to others within a set. By doing
so, ROC1 permits to have neurons sensitive to temporal patterns only and to
learn structure without any other type of information (i.e., the neurons’ index).
In decoding processing (DECODx), the rank-order coding can ease the task of
retrieving neurons’ index by imposing interval constraints on the search space
of potential valid ones. For example, in the search of the last element #idx?
in the sequence seq1[idx] : [#66,#23,#45,#idx?], if we choose the rank code
rank : [#4,#2,#3,#1], it imposes that the index of the missing element #idx?
with rank #1 is below the index of the neuron of rank #2 which is index #23
and therefore has to be searched within the interval [#0, ...,#22]. This ensem-
blist view of sequence representation, found in logic, will be described further
in section. 2.1.3.
2.1.1. Computational property of stack-sortable (tree) permutations
In computation theory, the obtained rank-order codes (ROC1 and ROC2)
can be seen as stack-sortable permutations and represented by hierarchical bi-
nary search trees [88, 89], see Fig. 4 (i-iv). A stack-sortable permutation may be
decoded into a tree in which the first value x of the permutation corresponds to
the root of the tree, the next x-1 values are decoded recursively to give the left
child of the root, and the remaining values are again decoded recursively to give
the right child [1]. These binary trees are exploited to perform fast dichotomic
search of elements in large ensembles by constraining progressively the search
space of elements, see Fig. 4 (v- vii). The computational cost has been defined
to be in linear polynomial time.
Another property of stack-sortable permutation is to form a Dyck language,
which is a string of balanced parentheses, capable to form any regular context-
free grammar, arithmetic or algebraic expressions; see Fig. 4 (v- vii). Thus, the
neurons with rank-order coding mechanism have potentially the computational
tools for encoding and decoding nested trees and hierarchical information; e.g.,
grammar and languages.
In our case, the Hebbian-based rank-order coding algorithm permits to avoid
implementing such kind of algorithmic function and to have neurons directly
sensitive to relative order, structure and hierarchies in signals. One neural
decoding mechanism may use its features to accelerate search in large neural
populations in a structured fashion.
As the data identity is now lost, it is only through population coding that a
redundant encoding of the sequence can be done and that a decoding mechanism
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can be used further to retrieve back the original sequence. The population
coding permits a distributed representation of the neurons’ index similar to
radial basis functions, which can approximate universally any functions such as
the Fourier Transform does with sinus units.
This method has several advantages. For instance, eliciting data from the
sequence to encode permits to eliminate the burden to learn them and to rec-
ollect them. Furthermore, in terms of sparsity, it is more costly to learn items
and their locations in a sequence than separating the two information; e.g., if
one repeating sequence exists, for example AAB or ABA, then we can reduce
the number of neurons necessary for coding it at once.
Figure 4: Neural assembly recruiting as a spatial ordering optimization process. In a), we see
the activation of neural clusters in the anterior part of the cortex as a top-down optimization
process done under the supervision of the PFC, see (i). The selection of the correct spatio-
temporal sequences –, i.e. the neurons’ index and their order in the sequence, see (ii),– is done
by the rank-order codes in the PFC, which represent in a compact manner the ordinal structure
of sequences, not at the unit-level, see (iii). These rank-order codes construct a higher-
level repertoire that guides the optimization search using free-energy and error prediction for
generating and retrieving neural sequences in large ensemble of neurons. In b), the rank-order
codes have some original computational properties. Rank-order codes can be described as
relative codes that give only an ordinal information about items rank in a sequence; e.g., X
is bigger than Y but lower than Z. In a retrieval task, ranking codes can be seen as interval
sets that constraint the spatial search of items, see (v). Rank-order codes can be seen also as
stack-sortable permutation trees and can represent therefore any context-free grammars, see
(vi). The bracket representation of sequences shows the cumulated constraints imposed on
the interval search, see (vii).
2.1.2. Scale-invariance property of rank-order codes
Althought not necessarily named as fractal codes, rank-order codes permit
to represent information invariant to scales, because they are not sensitive to
the particular value (or index) of the neurons but to their relative order (or
locations) in a sequence, as seen in section 2.1.
As for Wavelet Transform, self-similarity patterns can be advantageous for
the organization of memory in neural networks, for compactness and for infor-
mation retrieval. We will develop further its features in rank-order codes for
encoding and decoding tasks in section 3.1 and in section 3.4, in which we dis-
cuss about the topology in brain networks, and what it might imply in terms of
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information processing to organize knowledge.
2.1.3. Set theory view of rank-order codes
Because rank-order codes represent relative order of elements in sequences,
they generate a discrete code representative of an order magnitude or of a metric
of the elements within a sequence. It imposes also interval constraints on the
elements constituting the sequence; for example, the index of the first ranked
element is necessarily lower than the index of the second, the index of the second
element is necessarily lower than the third one and so on. Thus, rank-order
codes can be viewed also as restrictive set intervals with brackets representation,
such as in Fig. 4. For example, the rank-order code rank : [#4,#2,#3,#1]
constraints the choice of each element constituting the sequence such that idx :
[idx4 > [idx2 < [idx3 > [idx1]]]].
We propose therefore that rank-order codes and spiking neurons have the
computational capabilities to represent logical statements similar to those in set
theory, and to detect, retrieve, manipulate or to compose any. This extends
what we have written about the other computational properties for hierarchical
representations and search in section 2.1.1.
2.2. Rank-order coding implementation
Our coding strategy consists in discretizing the serial order of units both in
time (ROC1) and space (ROC2) based on their rank order, see Fig. 3. ROC1
can be constructed from the Spike Timing-Dependent Plasticity mechanism in
synapses [23, 2, 148, 80].
Here, the index of the neurons (or their identities) are no longer preserved
and it is their rank within the sequence that is taken into account; e.g. first,
second or n-th in the sequence. This strategy reduces drastically the amount
of information to process, which makes possible the discovery of an abstract
temporal structure disregarding the units indices; by doing so, the sequence
becomes a template. Since the units index is no longer present in the temporal
code, it is sensitive to any novel sequences that preserve the global temporal
structure. This coding mechanism is described as compressive representation
by [26].
For instance, in Fig. 3, the temporal encoding of two sequences following the
same spatio-temporal pattern is constructed successively by first dismissing the
temporal information (ROC1) and then the identity information (ROC2) with
the rank-coding algorithm first on the time axis and then on the index axis.
The problem’s dimensionality for temporal sequences of M elements is re-
duced from a continuous time × space dimension in IR2M to an intermediate
representation of INM × IRM and then to a discrete representation of IN2M . Al-
though the reduction of complexity might not appear important when looking
at the dimensionality of the vector quantization, all the compressive codes are
now only permutations of sequences of rank M . There are therefore M ! possible
permutations, each representing one particular compressive code.
At the unit level, these compressive codes permit to detect in a compact way
an infinity of varying spatio-temporal sequences that follow the same structure.
At the population level, the weighted sum of these compressive codes permits
then to have a descriptive representation of any particular sequences with their
particular locations and index. We can make again the analogy with the Fourier
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transform that sees signal approximation as a weighted sum of sinus functions
only. The number of sinus indicate the level of approximation and their weights
the influence of each particular unit.
Because this coding strategy encodes only the relative position of neurons,
it has some interesting properties in terms of compositionality. For instance, as
these neurons are sensitive to specific rank-order code in sequences, they can be
used to fill out any missing variables following its pattern, which corresponds
well to the variable binder property found in PFC neurons [95], of time-stamp
neurons in [83, 175], of neuronal pointers in [43] or of nonlinear-mixed selectivity
neurons in [130].
In terms of robustness to noise, another advantage of this coding strategy
compared with the STDP one is that the temporal information is now learned
separately from the inputs, which enables the network to learn long-range depen-
dencies at an abstract level and to prevent it losing information more rapidly
within a temporal horizon; this corresponds to the so-called vanishing gradi-
ent effect in classical and deep neural networks. As a remark, feed-forward
(deep) networks, standard recurrent neural networks (with/out STDP) or hid-
den Markov models will easily lose accuracy after several iterations due to the
accumulated errors because any errors, noise or, delays within a sequence and
sensitivity to duration, will disrupt the sequence. One explanation for why any
error introduced into the network will make conventional neural networks brittle
is that the neural index and the temporal structure are coded together. This
is less the case in neural models with a gating mechanism like PBWMs [95] ,
SPAWN [43] or LSTMs because the temporal information of a sequence can be
learned in memory cells separately from the variable values that can be retrieved
online or maintained dynamically over an indefinite amount of time. Nonethe-
less, their coding strategy does not have compressive or mixed codes and thus,
cannot permit to have strong compositionality feature for the learning of struc-
ture in very large ensemble of neurons.
The equations of the rank-order coding algorithm that we used are as follows.
The neurons’ output Y is computed by forming the dot product between the
function rank() sensitive to a specific rank ordering within the input signal
vector I and the synaptic weights w; w ∈ [0, 1]. For a vector signal of dimension
M and for a population of N neurons (M afferent synapses), we have:
Yn =
M∑
m
rank(Im)wnm,∀n ∈ N (1)
We implement the rank function rank() as a power law of the argsort()
function normalized between [0, 1] for modeling the gain-modulation mechanism
applied twice on the time axis (ROC1) and on the index axis (ROC2). This
guarantees that the density distribution is limited and that the weight matrix
is sparse, which makes the rank-order coding neurons similar to radial basis
functions. This attribute permits us to use them as receptive fields so that the
more distant the input signal is to the receptive field, the lower is its activity
level. The updating rule of the weights is similar to the winner-takes-all strategy
in Kohonen networks [94] with an adaptive learning rate αn,∀n ∈ N . For the
best neuron Yb, we have:
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∆wbm = αb(rank(Im)− wbm),∀m ∈M (2)
αb = 0.9αb (3)
2.3. Predictive decoding mechanism (DECOD2)
In order to decode and retrieve back one hidden sequence, we use the pre-
dictive coding framework of free-energy minimization proposal by Friston for
generating solutions through iterative optimization [51, 52, 53, 55, 54]. Using
intrinsic noise Inoise, we test any generated sequences, we evaluate their er-
ror based on the activity of the population of rank-order coding neurons and
guide iteratively the exploration process following a reinforcement learning (RL)
mechanism. We compute the error E by comparing the activity level Yout of one
unit Y coding the sequence to its maximum amplitude level Ymax. The current
input I(t) = Inoise is kept for the next step I(t+ 1) = I(t) + Inoise, if and only
if it diminishes the gradient ∆E. Over time, I converges to Iopt, its optimum
sequence vector, and Yout converges to Ymax its maximal value.
We showed in [128] that this variational process is similar to an online
stochastic hill-climbing algorithm performed iteratively. We have added in [129]
a more sophisticated hill-climbing algorithm corresponding to simulated anneal-
ing in order to drive efficiently the exploration process. As the compressive
codes are made of permutations only, more efficient dichotomy and tree-sorting
techniques can be applied to drive the decoding search in linear time. Such
computing process, nonetheless, might not be very biologically plausible as we
lack evidences and different active inference mechanisms might be used by the
brain, such as predictive coding or free-energy minimization.
In experiments done with Inferno Gate in [129] on retrieval tasks of long-
range temporal sequences (fifty neurons), ordered in time, and taken out from
a large ensemble (forteen thousand neurons), results showed outstanding per-
formances almost error-free thanks to both the population coding of temporal
structure and to the iterative decoding mechanism. Comparatively, in the same
retrieving task, deep gated LSTM networks could not achieve the items retriev-
ing, even with a larger amount of data provided in the learning set and a longer
time to converge.
We interpret our result as follows. Because Inferno Gate has learned an
intertwined coding of the sequence using basis functions –, which means that it
has represented the sequence as a combination of conjunction units sensitive to
different parts of its underlying structure,– it has given it a way of handling com-
positionality by crossing inputs and templates together. In terms of Information
Theory, redundancy in the channel coding permits to resist the disturbance to
noise and to have a digital -like decoding processing of the original information.
In comparison with machine learning algorithms, this approach has several
advantages: (1) not to learn the items per se and to reduce the dimensionality of
the code (sparse coding and computational gain), (2) to represent sequences of
items by a combination of temporal pattern primitives only (population coding
of temporal primitives), (3) to infer sequences of new items never seen before
because the coding is based on models (model-based & compositionality), (4) to
be less prone to noise because it separates the temporal structure from content
(data) in sequences, which differs from statistical learning.
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3. Neuro-cognitive foundations
If some digital -like decoding mechanisms exist to avoid catastrophic forget-
ting, as we propose it, they must confront to some evidences and results found
in the brain literature.
We will detail some phenomenons and mechanisms that we can reinterpret
within our framework to encode nonlinearly patterns and locations of neurons,
respectively in section 3.1, to detect syntactic structures in speech, resp. in
section 3.2, and abstract rules in motor sequences, resp. in section 3.3, and
to describe functional organization of networks necessary to retrieve back ’lost’
neurons in large assemblies, resp. in section 3.4.
3.1. Redundant nonlinear mixed selective codes
The strongest argument in favor of our proposal comes from the discovery of
very dynamic neurons found in PFC [137, 100, 155, 145] functioning with con-
junctive coding of multiple stimulus features, such as sensory stimuli, task rule,
or motor response. One computational description of this phenomenon is done
with the mechanism of nonlinear-mixed selectivity (NMS) proposed in [130, 57].
Within this framework, high-dimensional representations with mixed selectivity
allow a simple linear readout to generate a huge number of different potential
responses that depend on multiple task-relevant variables.
Recent studies have shown that the Lateral PFC hosts an abundance of
these neurons with mixed selectivity [120, 142, 101]. In particular, neurons with
nonlinear mixed selectivity are thought to play a key role in the encoding of
information [57]. One recent paper explains further how it may be used by the
brain to support reliable information transmission using unreliable neurons [84].
As a note, the parietal cortex possesses also conjunctive cells [141, 4, 24, 60],
that bind mutual information together for spatial transformation between differ-
ent reference frames, multisensory alignment and decision making. Comparative
neuroanatomical studies attribute similar functions to the parietal cortex and
to the prefrontal cortex, representing relative metrics or conjunctive representa-
tions [60] such as order with relative duration, and order with relative distance;
but only the PFC is in a position to generate goal-based aims in context [61].
Furthermore, neurons with mixed codes were also found in the Hippocampus and
computational models for memory retention and regeneration were proposed to
preserve robustly information using fractal codes [167, 181, 166], Haar/modulo
codes [Gaussier unpublished], and generative models [154].
We would like to give some support on the NMS mechanism with additional
hypothesis/features that can help to describe it from a communication theory
perspective. First, in the context of one addressable memory system, we see the
role of the PFC neurons as much for encoding and categorization as for decoding
and retrieving, which is not the case with the original formulation of the NMS
mechanism. Second, we might see in the nonlinear mixed effect of those PFC
neurons the encoding of the relative memberships or locations of neurons to
particular clusters. Hence, we suggest that what we might observe in their
activity is their sensitivity to multiple ’addresses’, not to variables. Differently
said, they might encode temporal or spatial structure without content (H1).
Third, the linear combination of mixed codes permits to represent efficiently
nested representation of sequences, as we have demonstrated it in section 2.2.
Thus, we suggest further that this linear combination of mixed codes can serve
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to decode efficiently sequences of neurons in very large assemblies based on their
nonlinearity; in our framework, the nonlinearity effect is linked to the encoding
of relative neural ’addresses’ (H2).
3.2. Speech structure in the Broca area
Since the seminal work of Broca, we know that the circuits in the left cortical
hemisphere and in the prefrontal area implement language for perception and
production of semantic and rule-based behaviors [48].
Recently, it has been suggested that the Broca area plays a more general role
as being a supra-modal “Syntax Engine” in the broaden sense, to abstract rules
in other core domains and modalities such as music and action representation,
as well as in visual scene understanding [47, 7, 8, 5, 46, 62].
Although language has been long time thought separated from other types
of cognition, syntactic rules and semantic exist in other domains as well (e.g.,
visual and motor) for which the Broca area plays also an integrative part of
their underlying processing.
The Broca area interacts heavily with the Primary Auditory Cortex (PAC)
and the Superior Temporal Gyrus (STS) located in the temporal area. The
former is associated with the syntax in sentences and the later are associ-
ated with the sound representation. Comparison of fMRI brain activation in
sentence processing and nonlinguistic sequence mapping tasks [78] found that
BA44 was involved in both the processing of sentences and abstract structure
in non-linguistic sequences whereas BA45 was exclusively activated in sentence
processing [9].
In speech processing, the Broca area (Broadman area 44/45) is found sensi-
tive to the order of events in sequences and its activity level is correlated with
the syntactic complexity of the sentence [38]. For instance, the two slightly simi-
lar sentences ‘‘Jean said # Marie is great’’ and ‘‘Jean # said Marie #
is great’’ express different meaning and different relationships between the
two persons. They can be represented by different ordering trees for which the
Broca area is sensitive with [48]. Experiments have shown that a higher com-
plexity of the tree depth is correlated with a higher neural activity level in the
Broca area region; see [50, 49].
In line with [34] who supports the view that the brain holds some exclusive
mechanisms for manipulating symbolic nested trees, the Broca area appears
clearly to hold one of those mechanisms for the detection of the complexity
pattern in sequences [138]. We might suspect that the Broca aera is functional
very rapidly during infancy since babies and even neonates appear to be sensitive
to syntax in proto-words [139, 113, 104, 64, 20]; see also the computational
models of the frontal areas done by Dominey to explain these results in [40,
38, 39]. In favor to this, recent experiments done in sentence processing by
Meyer and colleagues present results showing the complementary work and the
functional unity between the posterior cortical areas and the Broca area [111].
Their experiment permitted to trace the linkage between the process of storage
of verbs done in the posterior parts of the cortex and the processing of ordering
elements done in the Broca area, the two working together. According to our
framework, we propose that the encoding done in the Broca area (H1) serves
also for the decoding and the retrieving of the information stored in the posterior
part of the cortex, and the type of code used represents addresses (H2).
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In support of this separation between storage and ordering, we demonstrate
in computer simulations that a model of the Broca area could create ordinal
representation of sequences, sensitive to the temporal order of items composing
it but not to its details [129]. Our network Inferno Gate extracted easily proto-
words and syntax from sequences based on the STDP rule (rank-order coding)
and could generate and retrieve long sound sequences (fifty iterations length)
from the ordinal representations we selected. Because fo the distinction between
information and addresses, the computational cost was dramatically more ef-
fective and rapid in comparison with deep networks and standard recurrent
network in retrieving tasks.
Our proposal is not the first one to resolve the manner how the frontal area
extracts abstract structures in sequences, Dominey proposed the neural net-
work Abstract Temporal Recurrent neural Network (ATRN) based on a dif-
ferent mechanism to explain how the Broca area operates as a Short-Term
Memory [40, 38]. Although ours might be simpler to implement and permit
to reconstruct back the items’ order in sequences, it provides a broader role
played by structural information to organize, generate and retrieve knowledge
between the frontal and the posterior parts of the neocortex.
3.3. Representative motor schemata neurons, the mirror neurons
In support of a mechanism for detection and manipulation of highly struc-
tured information in the PFC other than speech, higher-level semantic ac-
tion neurons called Mirror Neurons (MN) were found [133, 132] in the pre-
Supplementary Motor Area (SMA). In these circuits, movement primitives co-
ordinate to effect a wide variety of actions at a higher semantic-level to represent
goal-directed motion such as grasping, holding, tiring, pulling etc... Mirror neu-
rons have been discovered to fire for various action schemata depending on the
type of grasp and goal [131, 7, 115, 116]. For instance, same mirror neurons
fired whenever the monkey grasps an object from the left hand or even the right
hand, and more surprisingly, when someone else also grasps an object. Accord-
ing to Arbib, this very striking result supports the idea of representing neurons
as a common substrate for motor preparation and imagery [7].
Arbib develops extensively a motor schema theory that we are in line with
to explain Language by the assemblage of motor schemata or of representative
neurons [6, 7, 8]. Jeannerod describes particularly well his theory in [81]: Ar-
bib’s view is that motor representations are composed of elementary schemas
which are activated by object affordances and can adjust to visual input. During
prehension, motor schemas for the subactions ”reach,” ”preshape,” ”enclose,”
”rotate the forearm,” or for selecting the number of fingers involved, would be
available and would be selected automatically when required by object affordances.
In other experiments, Tanji and colleagues observed the sensitivity of SMA
motor neurons to the structure of the motor sequence and not to the individual
actions performed per se [114, 145]. For instance, some of these higher-order
neurons were sensitive to the motor pattern (AABB) or (ABAB) so that they
could fire to any combinations of action primitives that follow this structure like
Push-Push-Turn-Turn or Turn-Turn-Push-Push for the former and Push-Turn-
Push-Turn or Turn-Tire-Turn-Tire for the later, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Tanji
proposed that these SMA neurons encode the structure in the motor sequence
–, that is, the syntax of the task,– but not its details (eg, the action unit) (H1).
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In similar experiments performed by Inoue and Mikami, some PFC neurons
were found to modulate their amplitude level with respect to the position of
items during the sequential presentation of two visual shape cues [79]. The
PFC neurons displayed graded activity with respect to their ordinal position
within the sequence and to the visual shapes; e.g. first-ranked items, or second-
ranked items (H1). In more complex tasks, PFC neurons were found to fire at
particular moments within the sequence [155]; e.g. the beginning, the middle,
the end, or even throughout the evolution of the sequence.
In line with this, Koechlin conducted experiments to isolate the function-
alities of the Broca area and its implication to the hierarchical organization
of human’s behavior [92]. He observed the formation of superordinate chunks
based on the temporal structure of simpler actions. Accordingly, the Broca
area processes hierarchical relations rather than cross-temporal contingencies
between elements comprising action plans. Koechlin proposes that the Broca
area is sensitive to the structural complexity of those action plans but insensi-
tive to the variabilities of simple motor responses composing them (H1). In a
theoretical schematic model that he developed in [92, 93], he describes how the
Broca aera provides hierarchical control on lower regions in order to generate
sequence of single acts.
Koechlin uses also information theory and Bayesian theory to explain exec-
utive and hierarchical control provided by the prefrontal area on more posterior
brain areas [58, 93, 138], which is in support of our ideas. The difference with
ours relies on our explanations and on the underlying mechanisms we propose
using rank-codes: how information is coded and its potentially strong impact
on how the brain is functionally organized to process, keep and retrieve infor-
mation, as well as its computational cost.
Although the block view of a hierarchical control based on Bayesian theory
is interesting, we suggest that the details about information encoding of super-
ordinate chunks and of sequences generation are of particular importance to
understand the functional organization of the complete neural architecture he
proposes. For instance, we propose that the type of coding done with rank-order
neurons is not only important to learn compact hierarchical representations
(ROC1 and 2), but it is also pivotal during the decoding task in order to make
effective the search of sequences (DECOD1 and 2).
Our framework may provide a comprehensive understanding of the compu-
tational features underlying these representative mirror neurons, in line with
Simulation Theory [81, 82], or of these super-ordinal chunks, in line with Hier-
archical Control based on Information Theory [93, 91]. In our view, we may see
MN as “structure” detector neurons insensitive to the raw action signals (H1).
They may act then as the neuronal pointers we previously described and may
be used then to regenerate (i.e. simulate) any original sequences with respect
to the varying context (oneself-grasp or someone else, use of the left hand/right
hand or tool, type of grasps, etc...) (H2). Our theory resembles also the dis-
sociation processes for learning ’surface’ structure and ’abstract’ structure in
sequences proposed by Dominey and colleagues [41].
Furthermore, the temporal coding carried out in Inferno Gate extends the
STDP mechanism with extra information, the position of an item within a
sequence, making it more nonlinear and abstract in the sense that the neurons’
receptive field encodes now structural information about the sequence and not
the sequence itself.
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In our computer simulation in [129], rank-order neurons are weighted so that
they are more salient to particular positions in a sequence (the weights W in
eq. 1), either at the beginning, middle or end of it. They can be sensitive to
other positions in the sequence but with less strength.
As they are sensitive to items at the beginning of a sequence or at the end,
this behavior reflects well the neural behaviors found in the SMA in Tanji exper-
iments [155] and in the posterior PFC in [56], firing in line with retrospective or
anticipatory events. Retrospective neurons are firing depending on the previous
events. Conversely, prospective neuronal firing depends on future events.
The striking similarity between the computational processing done in the
pre-SMA for motor sequences and in the Broca area for speech sequences de-
scribed in section 3.2 may support the view that language emerges with action
planning and with mirror neurons, as suggested in [131, 132, 7, 46]. Brain
theorists Fadiga, Arbib, Corballis and Gallese propose that motor articulation
in speech is deeply rooted in the syntactic and structural organization of ac-
tions [46]. They suggest further that the neural pathways for syntactic repre-
sentation in speech and action are located in the same places, respectively in the
Broca area in humans and in the mirror neurons system in monkeys, the two
presenting potentially similar functional organization and similar mechanisms
for the acquisition of conceptual knowledge and hierarchical representation [59].
Our idea, that STDP-based rank-order neurons have the computational ca-
pabilities to manipulate structured and hierarchical information and have some
advantages to do it in terms of efficiency and compactness, may provide some
additional arguments in favor of these embodied theories of the brain and also
to the more cognitive ones based on information theory.
3.4. Small-world network organization of cortical layers
Similar to communication in electric wires, long-distance interaction and
exchange across neural complexes between the PFC and the other parts of the
brain must be influenced by intrinsic noise and information dissipation [97]. We
suggest that the broadcasting of information by the PFC and the recruiting of
distributed neurons in other parts of the brain must rely on an efficient and
redundant channel decoding for interconnection. We see the retrieving task
of one neuronal cluster distributed across different brain areas as a top-down
optimization process to denoise iteratively missing neurons part of that cluster;
that is, we suggest that the mechanism described as global synchronization
in [173, 45, 44, 146] corresponds instead to a top-down optimization process for
decoding in large-scale assemblies, see Fig. 4.
Accordingly, not all codes are equals in terms of complexity in communica-
tion theory and some are easier to retrieve than others. It follows that depending
on whether the channel is well-ordered or not (e.g., noisy) the retrieving of one
code (i.e., a cluster) during the decoding process is subject to errors. Conversely,
neuronal clusters are not all equals from each others and some are more difficult
to retrieve and to learn with respect to their complexity, rareness or code length.
In retrieval tasks, because source and destination are potentially the same
in the brain –, which differs from human-made telecommunication networks,–
the well-ordering of the source/destination network has an influence also on the
efficacy of the channel code to retrieve neurons in them. Thus, the topology
of the source (the encoder), in terms of randomness or complexity, has also an
impact in terms on efficacy on the channel itself (the decoder).
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Using again the metaphor of the mailman, the efficacy of the mailman to
distribute letters depends not only on his own competence to deliver letters but
also on how well the city is organized; e.g., well-ordered or randomly organized.
There are therefore some advantages to redesign cities at multiple hierarchical
levels into districts, streets and building numbers for efficacy purpose (H3).
In the brain, the small-world organization of the different regions of the
neocortex, the connectome, may serve this purpose for information process-
ing within it [153, 152, 19, 119] (H3). We suggest therefore two ideas (H3).
First, the well-ordering of the neocortex into hierarchies and small-world dy-
namics serve for fast and robust information retrieval of codes, which is not
something clearly acknowledged in the computational neuroscience literature
and no mechanism for cluster retrieval in complex systems is proposed in that
sense. For instance, in most researches, only the topological aspect of complex
networks is emphasized such as the balanced level between segregation and in-
tegration [173, 151, 161], but the way how information is then retrieved in those
networks is not examined. Second, we propose that the mechanism for structure
learning and decoding in the PFC may serve, as a second feature, to shape the
well-ordering of the other parts of the brain for efficacy. Detecting one structure
in sequences gives the opportunity to generate sequences that possess also this
particular structure, in an unsupervised manner. Hence, we propose that the
mechanisms for extracting structure in the world, performed by the PFC, serve
for structuring memory networks in the brain itself, in line with the ideas of self-
structuring information [99, 27], neural scaffolding [28] and embrainment [107]
(H3).
Although most neural models support the idea of bottom-up and local self-
organization of random networks into complex small-world networks through
synaptic connections and neuromodulation, we suggest that global synchrony
via top-down and reentrant signals might play an important role as well for
re-organizing information processing within networks for efficiency purpose in
retrieval tasks, in line with top-down synchrony [45, 44, 146], reentry [165, 163]
and the global working space [33, 35, 32] (H3).
In comparison to a random network, one organized network into small-world
dynamics may favorish the faster retrieval of neurons and clusters. Thus, we pro-
pose that the address decoding mechanism used as a first purpose for sequence
retrieving in PFC (H2) may serve as a second purpose to control hierarchically
and to re-organize the initial neural network for efficient decoding (H3).
More precisely, the top-down generation of structured sequences in PFC can
shape globally the functional organization of the neo-cortex in an unsupervised
way, by reinforcing dynamically the synaptic links through hebbian learning and
STDP, enhancing specialization and segregation. Similar with neural Darwin-
ism [42, 28], on the one hand, the retrieved neurons part of the same cluster
specialize themselves and are kept unchanged. On the other hand, unselected
neurons that cannot be reached –, because of the complexity of the code to
retrieve during the decoding process,– are just lost and forgotten. We suggest
that only the most easily retrieved codes in PFC and the most efficient topolo-
gies in the neocortex remain and scaffold, thanks to the ability to detect and
generate structured information in PFC (H3).
To resume the different ideas developed in this section, we suggest that the
ability to detect structure, to separate information and address, and to organize
information retrieval in PFC have endowed the brain of digital -like mechanisms
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for information retrieval and preservation, which have for effect the scaffolding
of brain networks themselves. Thus, the digital -like reorganization of the brain
might be decisive for information survival and energy efficiency against noisiness
and for the purpose of autonomy as well.
3.5. Functional organization of random networks structured by rank-order cod-
ing
Does the brain employ a rank-order code for neural computation (i.e., de-
coding location of neurons in an ordered manner)? If so, the topology of the
brain networks must be organized in accordance [86]. We propose to study in
an experiment how a rank-order code can influence the topology of one random
network.
Our experiment consists on the random generation of sequences of several
items length each, following no particular pattern (uniform distribution). In
order to better apprehend the results, we present some experiments in 1D and
in 2D. We display at first some results on a 2D example on the random genera-
tion of two thousand sequences of ten items length each, taken from a uniform
distribution within the interval [0, 100]x[0, 100], see Fig. 5 a-b). In second, we
perform some analysis on a 1D example on the random generation of one hun-
dred sequences of ten items length each, following no particular pattern (uniform
distribution between [0, 100]), see Fig. 5 c-f). Items can represent neurons and
sequences of items can represent clusters of neurons.
The second stage consisted to extract the rank-order code of each unit in
the sequences, and to categorize them with respect to their relative rank-order,
see Fig. 5 a) for the 2D example and c) for the 1D example. Each unit is
associated to a rank in a sequence and this rank is displayed with different
colors. This simple operation permits to observe that the randomly generated
clusters follow each of them a normal distribution and that they largely overlap
from each other. We can observe in Fig. 5 a) and c) a strong overlapping among
the clusters but still a spatial separation between them, due to the rank-order
code.
Furthermore, each unit can be associated to different ranks in several se-
quences and therefore be part of multiple clusters. We display in Fig. 5 b)
the spatial location of units whose color and dimension are associated with the
number of cluster they are part of; the higher the number of clusters they are
belonging to, the bigger the circles and the pinker the color. This graph displays
the dense organization of units belonging to few clusters only in cyan and the
fewer units part of several clusters in pink, mostly in the middle. Those later
units may be similar to the neuronal ’hubs’ in small-world networks.
In order to better understand this situation, we plot in Fig. 5 d) the his-
togram of the number of membership of neurons to clusters with respect to their
rank (1D example). The graph shows that neurons are part of many clusters at
the same time and that clusters are also intertwined from each other especially
in the center, where we can observe the overlapping of four clusters out of ten.
This effect is different from small-world networks, in which we would have less
inter-connection.
We display in Fig. 5 e), the graph of the neurons membership relative to their
clusters. The color intensity indicates the degree of membership of each neuron
to clusters. Similar to what we observe in the previous analysis, the neurons are
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Figure 5: Organization of a random network structured with rank-order codes. We perform
two experiments, 1D and 2D, consisting on generating sequences of ten units each selected
randomly within the interval range [0, 100]. In a), we colorize the rank code of two thousand
units taken from the 2D sequences. We can observe a self-organization with dense overlapping
between the clusters although spatially localized. In b), we plot the number of membership
to clusters of each unit. The pinker and larger the unit, the more clusters it belongs. Those
units may be similar to the hubs in small-world networks. In c), we present the clusters of the
units from 1D sequences. Each unit is classified following its rank-order within the sequence.
With this random generation of ten unit sequences, there are maximum ten clusters. The
clusters produced by the rank-order codes self-organize to spread within the units’ interval
range between [0, 100]. In d) and e), we display the histogram of the neuron membership to
their clusters and the corresponding neuron-cluster table. Within the interval range [0, 100],
the clusters possess many neurons and overlap largely from each others. Besides, neurons
can be part of several clusters. In f), a second histogram indicates the average number of
clusters to which neurons belong to, from 1 to 4 clusters maximum. These properties differ
slightly with the organization of small-world networks in which few neurons are connected
with many clusters. The top-down organization of clusters by rank-order codes generates
more overlapping and more intermediate neurons. The rank-order codes serve to disentangle
the clusters, to retrieve back individual units and their order in sequences.
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part of several clusters. A histogram of the number of membership to clusters
at the population level is displayed in Fig. 5 f). This graph reveals a small-
world like topology of the created network completely random, with a majority
of neurons member of two or three clusters at the same time, with a maximum
to four clusters. Those highly connected neurons might be assimilated to the
’rich-club’ neurons described in [170]. We observe that random network based
on rank-order coding can generate those spontaneously.
To resume, rank-order codes can shape networks in a self-organized manner
that have a topology similar to small-world networks, although different, with
the emergence of inter-neurons part of many clusters –, in a way similar with the
neural hubs or the ’rich-club’ neurons,– without imposing any locality rules on
the synaptic length. These topologies permit the well-retrieving of the neurons’
location (their address), if the decoding mechanism follows a rank-order code.
If our framework is valid, the mechanism proposed may furnish some novel
hypothesis on the ontogeny and the development of the Connectome in the
brain [85, 10].
4. Links to Cognitive Sciences & Developmental studies
Several developmental observations suggest that babies at birth are capable
to detect structured information and to manipulate symbolic representations
as proposed by [66, 110]. For instance, early in development, infants are keen
on grasping structure in core domains [149, 150], inferring causal models and
making hypotheses on problems about space, time, numerosity, language and
psychology [67, 157, 15].
We propose that if infants are particularly good at extracting structural
information from raw data, it is due to the mechanisms found in the PFC and
in the Broca area responsible for gathering information in a coherent manner,
for organizing knowledge efficiently and for manipulating it at an abstract-level.
4.1. Structure understanding in visual scenes
In scene understanding tasks, Baillargeon discovered that young infants
reason at an abstract level about objects’ categories (inanimated, animated),
physics (occlusion, shadows, rigid 3D objects don’t distort or disappear) and
properties (soft, round) to simulate what will happen next. She proposes that a
link exists between language and event representations [14, 15] and that infants
possess a ’Physical Reasoning System’ to endow them with a grasp of intuitive
physics about objects.
Similar to grammar in language, this Physical Reasoning System may allow
infants to reason about causal and physical events and to detect several physical
violations occuring in the visual scene.
For instance, infants were surprised when an object placed behind a screen
disappeared and that a different object reappeared after. Young infants possess
therefore some expectation about physical knowledge, such as object perma-
nence and object occlusion.
As illustrated in Figure 6-II for object permanence, we present a coherent
scenario with either one or two objects occluded by a screen and reappearing
after form a coherent sequence with the same structure and possible endings
(object 1→hide→object 1 and object 2→hide→object 2). Another scenario with
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Figure 6: Structure learning in core domains in infancy and linked to neurons in PFC sensitive
to the rank order in sequence. Biological evidences and developmental data show that babies
as early as 3 months-old of age are ready to grasp structure in data and to separate the hidden
temporal pattern from the raw events. In sound processing in I, young infants were found to
be sensitive to the structure of words like the examples above, independently to the syllables
pronounced showing some activity in the left pre-frontal area4. In visual scene understanding
in II, Baillargeon showed how infants were sensitive to the sequences coherency or to their
violation. She argued that infants possess a Representational Engine to extract higher-level
rules. In action planning in III, Tanji discovered in the pre-supplementary motor area of
monkeys, a structure related to the Broca area in humans, the activation of neurons sensitive
to specific sequential pattern but not to the motor item constituting them.
two impossible endings (object 1→hide→object 2 and object 2→hide→object
1) will conduct to a violation of the learned rule.
In order to solve this task, some developmental scientists have suggested
that infants have to reason at a super-ordinal level of representation (e.g., the
structural or symbolic level) and not at the raw pixel level as classical Machine
Learning algorithms would usually do [65]. The Bayesian theory and proba-
bilistic inference are often taken as good candidates to explain infant behaviors
for these tasks but we think they are not enough to explain how fast learning
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is done and how generalization from few examples is carried on. For instance,
Bayesian networks are difficult to use when it comes to manipulate density prob-
abilities of a large amount of data and in large directed graphes. Furthermore,
the framework of Bayesian theory cannot explain how the compositionality of
a rule can be done so readily and how the acquisition of novel symbols can
be managed fom raw data. Bayesian nets usually avoid how symbol grouding
is made, how the probability density terms are estimated and how the correct
graph is selected for belief propagation.
In comparison, we suggest that extracting the super-ordinal representations
in sequences is instead a very rapid mechanism, which can be used readily to
infer the structure of an unseen sequence or to generate new samples based on
it. This differs from the classic Bayesian approach in the sense that one system
does not need many trials to learn probability distributions and to generate new
sequences.
Extracting relational information with rank-order codes in raw sequences
permits to represent temporal and hierarchical structures and to have expecta-
tions on future events in visual scenes. Furthermore, since rank-order codes can
produce context-free grammars as proposed in section 2.1, we can potentially
define rules and construct logical systems with them.
Therefore, in line with the Physical Reasoning System proposed by Bail-
largeon, we propose that infants have access to a “visual language” thanks to
the processing performed in the PFC for extracting structures and rules in visual
sequences. Such system is in anycase the implementation of a physical simula-
tor at the pixel level as proposed in [96], but more the collection of structural
patterns that permit to falsify logically relational information across incoming
data (rule-based reasoning and fact checking), to anticipate future events (causal
inference) or to generate one planning (compositionality and imagination).
4.2. Spatio-temporal structure in cognitive task and learning-to-learn
We can note two experiments employed to emphasize the importance of
the frontal areas for problem-solving in visual scenes, one from Harlow on task
sets [71, 72] and the other from Piaget on the A-not-B error test [36, 37]. The
two experiments play on repetition and novelty, on masking and on the use
of temporal delayed information to predict either the spatial location in the
case of the A-not-B error experiment or of the temporal strategy to employ
in the case of Harlow’s Task Sets. Importantly, none of the two tests can be
explained by simple conditioning and associative reinforcement learning. And
both experiments are considered as steps-tones of infant cognitive development.
Recent simulations of the frontal areas could successfully model these ex-
periments using neural fields [107], LSTM [176] or spiking neurons [127]. These
models were based on the active maintenance of information or the inhibition
of spurious one.
Since the frontal areas extract abstract structural information in temporal
sequences, we propose a different mechanism based on our current neural archi-
tecture and framework to explain these results. First, one observation that we
can make is that the experiment of the A-not-B test is relatively similar to the
experiments performed by Baillargeon except that one object remains hidden
in one location A or B and is uncovered after a delay. The temporal structure
XYX is still respected, except that here the child has to predict the spatial
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location of the hidden object, A or B, which corresponds to the last term in the
sequence XY[X], X replaced by the A or B location.
Second, in Harlow experiment, one successful strategy for the monkey is
to open door A or door B and to learn that the same reward will be given
if he chose for the next five trials the same location irrespective to the input
stimulus provided. One potential explanation to understand this experiment
based on our framework is that the monkey has learned two strategies XXXXXX
or XYYYYY, and depending if he receives one reward or not on the first trial
irrespective to the door location, X=A or X=B, the first or second strategy will
be selected on the second trial.
4.3. Extracting structure in proto-words
In language processing, seminal works by Saffran [139, 140], Marcus [104,
103], Nazzi [113, 75] and Gervain [64, 20] have showed that babies after 8 months
and even neonates are capable to learn artificial grammars and to extract struc-
ture in proto-words, like the AAB pattern in the words ’totobu’, ’gagari’, ’mim-
itu’, although they were not familiar with the specific temporal order of the
sound sequence. They showed also that they were sensitive to structure viola-
tion if other patterns were presented such as the word ’pesipe’ with the ABA
pattern [75, 18, 34]; see Figure 6-I.
Despite the immaturity of the baby’s brain, its performances in this task indi-
cate that a neural mechanism is at work in order to grasp statistical regularities
and structure within speech sequences to conform on a set of grammatical rules
that are learned. Interestingly, the PFC has been found active during these
tasks as well as the Broca area.
The mechanism we propose to extract the ordinal information in sequences
irrespective to the inputs identity may explain the processes behind these results
found in babies and neonates and how the PFC and Broca area is potentially
performing it. This is in line with an earlier model of the frontal areas that
extract abstract structural information in temporal sequences by Dominey [40,
38].
Similarly, our computational experiments done with the neural architecture
Inferno Gate permitted to extract temporal structure in sequences of 50 items
over a large sound repertoire of 14.000 items, to detect temporal structure vio-
lation and to generate easily novel sequences following one temporal order [129].
Such capabilities were not possible to perform by the current state-of-art recur-
rent network LSTM.
Recent developmental and ethological comparisons defend the idea that the
emergence of language comes from the functional maturation of the human in-
fant brain and does not have a physiological cause [25] as supported by the
current dominant theory [98].It has been suggested that conjunctive cells in
frontal areas play an important role for goal-based behaviors [61, 60]. We sug-
gest further that rank-order coding may allow the structural learning of tree
representations in temporal sequences and that they are necessary for grammar
and language.
4.4. Supra-modal structure learning and agency
The sensitivity of infants to spatio-temporal structure in the light of the
functioning of the Broca area neurons may permit to interpret differently cer-
tain experiments and data found in the cognitive development literature. For
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instance, since the Broca area encodes super-ordinal information independent
to raw input, it might make sense that the detection of structural patterns
independent to its source and its original modality can be possible.
We propose that supra-modal or amodal ’contingency’ detection–, which has
been proposed to explain imitation [109, 105], perception and self-consciousness [117]
for instance,– might be possible thanks to this brain structure. The mechanism
in the Broca area and of rank-order coding may disambiguate our understand-
ing how the brain can extract spatio-temporal structures from raw information
and how it can manipulate structured information without representations per
se.
The Broca area may create this lingua franca that makes to interpret and
communicate the different modalities from each others [70]. For instance, a tem-
poral structure extracted from vision might equal a similar temporal structure
extracted from proprioception or from sound, passing through the Broca area.
Accordingly, amodal information on observational learning may serve the learn-
ing of physical causal events and also the observational learning in the social
domain.
In our view, the correspondence between modalities can be possible through
the detection of similar spatio-temporal structures: e.g., the ascending-descending
pattern ABCDCBA can be equivalent either to a sound pitch augmenting in
crescendo and descending, or to a light luminosity augmenting and descending
in intensity or to the hand wrist turning a button back and forth, left-right-
left in accordance. The property of the PFC to extract structure from raw
information may be useful to calibrate the body signals from each others at an
abstract-level, in the sense given by O’Regan and Noe [117], to associate the
structure of the changes between raw actions and sensory modalities, if they
follow similar temporal patterns.
Terekhov and O’Regan explain how the amodal notions of space and geom-
etry can be abstractly extracted from relative information about sensorimotor
signals and by constructing an amodal function of it [159]. Accordingly, other
notions taken in core domains and difficult to define can be expressed in the
same way: for instance, the notions of numerosity, acceleration, mass, gravity or
of softness. Those qualitative properties of perceptual experiences correspond
to the theory of the Qualia, which is also linked to the theory of integrated
information [16].
Our framework based on the mechanisms of rank-order coding may provide
a neural basis to this theory of the sensorimotor approach to perception [117],
which emphasizes the central role of information transformations in perception,
as well as in higher cognitive notions as self and consciousness [118].
For instance, most models of sensorimotor integration and agency are based
on contingency detection and are seen as low-level processes, via a comparator
model [178, 179, 74]. However, sensorimotor integration and agency can be
seen also as a top-down and amodal process via the detection of the same
superordinal structure between two or more modalities and the generation of
the corresponding sequence in another modality with same pattern. Hence the
structure detection in frontal areas may govern the agentive hierarchical control
of posterior areas and the supervision also of imitative behaviors. We propose
that sensitivity to the relation between events in the visual domain may permit
to generate a similar spatio-temporal sequence in the motor domain in a plastic
way based on the mechanism found in the Broca area.
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Sensorimotor contingency detection appears very early in infancy [112, 74].
An outstanding question would be if such a supramodal processing that we
propose is at work at birth for all modalities, giving rise to this notion of agency
and of a bodily Self. Experiments on the Mu rhythm activation and cancellation
associated to the body babbling and originating in the somatosensory area and
in the mirror neurons system [105], may give some arguments in favor of the idea
that an agentivity process is at work very early [134, 135, 112, 136]. A theory
in line also with the supra-modal representation system proposed by Meltzoff
in [109].
5. Computational and IT considerations
There are some computational advantages for the PFC to have re-organized
the brain’s networks from an information theoretical viewpoint (H3). We present
in section 5.1 some considerations for it. We develop in section 5.2 our hypoth-
esis on conscious access and information broadcast, on difference with current
machine learning in section 5.3 and its link with embodied cognition in sec-
tion 5.4.
5.1. Networking the brain’s network
Since the task of retrieving correctly one particular information is incom-
mensurate considering the number of neural units (109 cells) and the number
of synaptic connections (1014 dendrites), we advance that the PFC must have
literally learned to organize the roadmap of the whole brain’s network; i.e., its
connectome. Furthermore, in order to be computationally efficient for rapid
performance and robustness, this neuronal mapping has to be organized in a
structured and distributed way and has to possess some noise-correction mech-
anism, of course different from those found in human-made systems, to retrieve
back neurons. Such problem of noise-cancellation is at the heart of the revolu-
tion of modern communication theory that uses digital codes and error-decoding
mechanisms (such as turbo-codes) for fast and reliable telecommunication.
Our proposed digital coding mechanism should serve the detection and en-
coding of complex motives and patterns with redundant codes to represent in-
formation. This would have for advantages to be more robust to structural
noise in incoming signals and to detect similarities in clusters following the
same structure.
Besides, its alter-ego mechanism, the digital decoding mechanism, has to
be particularly important to support information processing tasks such as re-
trieving specific items or for reassembling them into new ensembles. Therefore,
one such digital decoding mechanism should serve the mapping of the brain’s
network itself, its ’infra-structure’, to broadcast and recollect faster informa-
tion encoded into large assemblies of neurons, as shown in sections 3.4 and 3.5.
Hence, our suggestion of separating the what and where information –, which
means the communication channel from source and destination elements,– would
have for advantage to be more robust to structural noise since the learning of
items is done somewhere and the retrieving code done elsewhere.
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5.2. Information broadcast and conscious access
Because retrieval is viewed as an optimization decoding process, our frame-
work may explain why the bandwidth limitation to memory access is all-or-none
and why conscious access is constrained, time-limited and sequential. From this
aspect, it is in line with the predictive processing and free-energy account for
consciousness, in which consciousness is simply the process of optimizing be-
liefs through inference [76, 29, 87, 180]. Our idea is also in accordance with
current main theories of the brain that relate conscious processing, respec-
tively, to global ignition, long-distance broadcasting, and information integra-
tion [33, 13, 164, 16, 87, 162]. Although Information Theory and Bayesian
Inference have been already proposed to describe at the macroscopic level the
required properties of the consciousness machinery, no clear and practical mech-
anisms have been proposed [180]. We emphasize here on some novel ideas about
the underlying biological mechanisms and neurocognitive observations that may
provide additional constraints on the types of coding and communication mech-
anisms necessary to fulfill conscious processing, as well as potential consequences
and hypotheses we can make about the brain code.
For instance, the digital encoding/decoding strategy that we propose should
explain then also how distal neurons can be dynamically synchronized into one
coherent global assembly. Retrieving the missing neurons that are part of one co-
herent memory cluster means for us regenerating precisely this complete cluster
with an error-correcting decoding mechanism, and with the use of the available
distributed codes learned. The efficacy of the working memory can be evaluated
in terms of durability and access of information kept: (1) its robustness against
catastrophic forgetting and (2) its rapidity to retrieve back any information,
even corrupted ones.
5.3. Situation of current AI
Our theory may also give some hints at the behavioral level on why we grasp
so easily structural information and why current AI systems don’t. Meanwhile,
it may also provide some design principle toward more human-like cognitive
architectures.
For instance, current machine learning techniques (e.g. deep networks) rely
extensively on big data and large networks to approximate statistical correla-
tions on a relative small number of classes (few hundreds), which is the reverse
how humans learn [65, 102, 30]. The situation in current AI reminds the earlier
ages before digital communication when we have to blast the signal at a higher
signal to noise ratio in order to attain reliable communication: if you want to
be heard, yell louder. In deep learning terms, if you want more computational
power, pack more data in your network and add more layers.
Explicit consideration of the sequential nature of the data poses several prob-
lems for deep networks techniques. The memory footprint of a neural network
dedicated to a sequence of items (images, speech, text) can quickly become
disproportionate. Added to this the difficulty of generalizing, of extrapolating,
of catastrophic interference and of subsymbolic treatment of information [147],
the question of the architecture of the neural network for problems involving
item sequences and structures is therefore far from being resolved. Even the ar-
chitectures of recurrent neural networks, such as the Long-Short-Term-Memory
networks (LSTM) [77, 63], which were historically dedicated to time series, are
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gradually replaced, in speech and text processing, by non-recurring networks
using layers of ”attention”.
Novel neural architectures have been proposed recently to incorporate dis-
creteness. Digital neural networks have been proposed by Berrou and col-
leagues [22, 21] focusing on the problem of memory capacity and organization
while Graves and colleagues [68, 69] investigated on their computer-like fea-
tures. The two different networks show interesting features although each lacks
the advantages of the other. For instance, Berrou’s algorithm takes its inspira-
tion from Information Theory and telecom networks with LDPC protocol and
Graves’ neural network takes its inspiration from computer science and conven-
tional computer architectures.
On the one hand, Berrou’s neural network borrows the technique from tele-
com networks, showing high memory capacity and sparseness but its use in real
case problems and its computational efficacy in real time are not investigated.
On the other hand, Graves’ Neural Turing Machine and Differentiable Neural
Computer show computational efficacy with the use of pointers and of the ran-
dom access memory of conventional computers. These features permit them to
buffer and manipulate variables and structures. Although they gain the compu-
tational capability to manipulate symbols and structures, the problem of how
the organization of memory and information processing are combined as it is
in the brain and not separated as it is in computers, still remain. This point
relates also to the symbol grounding problem [73] as cognition cannot be just
the manipulation of symbols.
Although not categorized as digital, Bayesian networks [121, 122] and com-
plementary memory networks [108, 106] have been proposed to learn symbols,
rules and hierarchical structure in data. These systems show adaptiveness and
fast inference with rare events only as infants would do [158, 157, 96]. This
competence of learning the rules rapidly from raw data helps then to compose
new ones off-the-shelf (compositionality) or to infer next events from past and
current observations. These frameworks based on Bayesian probabilistic in-
ference, symbolic processing and causality can explain some results found in
childhood [66, 158]. However, the problem of symbol grounding and of the
organization of knowledge is still unsolved as it is for the systems presented
above.
In comparison, our framework combines some of the features of these differ-
ent approaches for memory capacity and organization, for computational capa-
bilities and for prediction power. Our hypothesis furnishes as well a compre-
hensive explanation how memory might be acquired, organized and structured
in the brain. For instance, the STDP rule and rank-order coding can be used
for symbolic and sub-symbolic processing and for the organization of memory
and knowledge. We believe that the mechanisms of structure encoding and
of error-correction optimization, based on the ordinal structure discovery and
generation, can be relevant for inference, computation, memory access and fast
retrieval. It may explain how infants capture so fast the structure of a task and
extrapolate from it to any similar but still novel situations.
5.4. Digital computing and the embodied brain
Traditionally, analog computing is associated with the embodied theories of
cognition and digital computing with the cognitive theories of the brain. What
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does digital communication have to do with Embodiment? Any incoming in-
formation from the body is structured by default and fingerprinted due to the
spatial agency and topology of the sensors and muscles, their precision and de-
lays, which is not the case in offline and asynchronous databases. Information
processing and topology in brain networks might be then decisively affected by
geometrical and physical morphology of the body; an idea called morphological
computation [123, 124, 125]. In our views, the super-ordinal treatment of body
signals in the frontal areas of the brain may create a language of the body, with
its grammar and rules, and might form a complete logical body theory in the
mathematical sense, as it is unfalsifiable. For instance, our senses can be de-
ceived but we can conceive that our observations are wrong and obviously break
the law of physics, which is not possible. Physical falsifiability might serve for
creating any context-free grammar in the brain for agency and self-assessment or
any human-made language (e.g., geometry, alphabet, solfege, actions, computer
codes).
The paradoxical conclusion we came with is that to keep trace of informa-
tion, brain networks may require embodiment to structure itself, to keep trace
of information and to scaffold; the brain may become digital by learning the
language of the body.
6. Conclusion
In order to keep trace of information, the brain has to deal with the problems
of canceling intrinsic noise and of harnessing its own complexity. It has to resolve
the problem to locate where information is and how to index new ones. The
neural mechanism in charge of this task has to be capable to manipulate neural
addresses and to map the brain’s own neural circuitry; its connectome. Such tool
is important for information processing and preservation, but also for memory
formation and retrieval.
As a shift in evolution, we propose that the neural mechanism used by the
PFC to detect structure in temporal sequences, based on the temporal order
of incoming information, serves as second purpose to the spatial ordering and
indexing of brain networks. This top-down self-organization is done for efficacy
purpose.
The sensitivity of PFC units to the rank-order of incoming events at the brain
level, can permit to produce a compact code representing the spatial location of
neurons distributed over different places, but part of the same temporal cluster.
At the unit level, rank-order codes lose information of the exact location of the
neurons (their address). At the population level, however, rank-order codes can
retrieve back this information using redundancy and orthogonality of the differ-
ent rank-codes. Since they manipulate relative addresses, rank-order codes may
act as neuronal pointers and the type of information processing they are doing
may be seen as digital, similar to Fourier transform. In this line of thought,
there should be a sufficient number of rank-codes in order to reconstruct per-
fectly the original memory sequence, which would satisfy the Nyquist-Shannon
sampling theorem.
Our ideas are in line with recent proposals that the PFC is the brain router
that may manipulate neuronal variables and pointers to construct a neuronal
global workspace for conscious access [184, 32] or others that the brain manip-
ulates integrated and differentiated information codes [16].
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Our proposal, that the brain may manipulate and compute a kind of digi-
tal type of information, may remind the pioneer and provocative works of the
founders of computers and computation, John Von Neumann and Alan Turing,
but also Claude Shannon. On the one hand, John von Neumann [174] created
the standard model of computer architectures based on the separation between
the operative and the operand, with memory-stored control and memory-stored
programs. He also suggested the idea that the brain might be necessarily a
digital parallel addressable memory machine in order to avoid noise, to keep
and to compute information. On the other hand, Alan Turing was perfectly
aware about the cost of computation that has to endure the human memory
system [169], ’necessary limited’ [168] (p.231), to process, retrieve and keep
trace of information. Besides, noise, storage and transmission are the heart of
the concerns of the Communication and Information Theory of Claude Shan-
non [143, 144].
Current AI architectures (deep networks) mostly neglect that computation
has a physical mean and an energetic cost that biological systems cannot afford
as they don’t have access to virtually unlimited amount of energy and time, and
have an urge to act. Furthermore, DNN still lack the capabilities of good-old
fashioned AI for symbolic processing to resolve problems involving variables,
hierarchical structures, concepts and higher-level reasoning, particularly those
considering physical understanding, language comprehension and problem solv-
ing [102]. The combination of the two types of AI is nonetheless needed to move
AI systems beyond items classification problems to an understanding of the en-
vironment, the manipulation of meaningful information and the acquisition of
common sense. We have showed that the biologically-inspired mechanisms of
STDP and of rank-order coding have the computational power for this leap.
We suggest that this is done by the digitalization of information for energy
consumption, computational effectiveness and for preserving information.
After all, if ’DNA is encoded digital information in the “Strong Sense”’
according to Richard Dawkins [31], the brain may also exploit some kind of
digital processing.
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